
From: David Williams
To: RULES, DLI (DLI)
Subject: 2018 Minnesota Plumbing Code Rulemaking
Date: Friday, January 03, 2020 11:09:22 AM

I have been led to believe that Appendix M of the 2018 UPC is not scheduled to be adopted by the
current rulemaking.
 
I believe the State of Minnesota would be well served by adoption of Appendix M of the 2018 UPC.
This Appendix allows evidence based sizing of domestic water supply systems serving residential
occupancies when such buildings are constructed using water saving fixtures. For much of the
affordable housing built in Minnesota, the projects are mandated to use water saving fixtures due to
restrictions from the major funding of such projects, Minnesota Housing. These restrictions,
mandatory installation of water saving fixtures, are contained in the Minnesota overlay to the
Enterprise Green Communities Criteria.
 
The use of water saving fixtures results in significant reduction in peak water demand and using the
default water system sizing methodology results in significant over sizing of the water supply and
distribution system. The problems of such over sizing include increase transit time for hot water
delivery, lower water velocity (which can allow greater formation of biofilms in the pipes), additional
aging of water supply (which reduces chlorine residual), and unwarranted capital costs (including
unnecessary meter sizing and meter costs).
 
While there has been some reluctance of some authorities to accept this methodology, the major
disagreement appears to be based on the use of water saving fixtures. Since such fixtures are
mandatory in much of the affordable housing sector, this should be a moot point.
 
Projects constructed to meet the Minnesota B3 Guidelines would likely install water saving fixtures
as part of a strategy to meet the 50% reduction in domestic water use requirements. Only a few of
these projects are residential in nature and potential users of Appendix M.
 
With the high cost of new construction and the need for additional residential housing with the
advantage of experimentally supported sizing/design criteria, this Appendix is a win-win for
Minnesota.
 
(An alternative to a blanket approval would be an optional path for those projects where water
saving fixtures are required)
 
David Toshio Williams, PE, FPE – Lead MEP/FP Engineer
21 West Superior Street, Suite 500, Duluth, MN 55802
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November 21, 2019 

 

 

Suzanne Todnem 

Minnesota Department of Labor and Industry 

443 Lafayette Road North 

St. Paul, MN 55155 

 

 

RE: REQUEST FOR COMMENTS for Possible Amendment to Permanent Rules Governing the 

Minnesota Plumbing Code, Minnesota Rules, Chapter 4714; Revisor’s ID Number R-04633 

 

 

To the Minnesota Plumbing Board, 

 

On behalf of over 55 underground utility contractor companies who comprise the Minnesota 

Utility Contractors Association (MUCA), we strongly advise the repeal and removal of the adoption of 

any language or footnotes approved by the Board as proposed in PB 0142. Any modifications made to PB 

0123 due to this proposal should revert to the approved language per July 16, 2019 plumbing board 

review meeting. 

 

Per the Official Notice, the Board is interested in probable costs of complying with the proposed 

rule, including the portion of the total costs that will be borne by identifiable categories of affected 

parties, such as MUCA contractors. PB 0142 was submitted very late in the review process and provided 

under a false premise that there would be no economic impact for enforcing the rule as proposed. MUCA 

contractors, among many others, will bear the burden and experience significant increased costs for 

compliance.  

 

Additionally, PB 0142 was submitted by an organization with a direct conflict of interest. Did no 

one on the Board question why a concrete pipe association was submitting proposed rules affecting 

plastic pipe? The Board should refrain from deciding proposed language changes while not being 

provided all the facts and input from industry, especially the contractors who will bear the cost of the 

proposed changes, along with the administrative burden and cost of compliance. 

 

The effort to add the proposed rule (PB 0142) to require extensive testing of thermoplastic piping 

12 inches and larger will directly impact the cost of construction and projects in the state of Minnesota. 

By approving the proposal, the Board would be requiring MUCA contractors to spend thousands of 

dollars on unnecessary testing. Currently, the Minnesota Plumbing Code contains requirements for 

performance testing on storm and sanitary sewer lines located in critical areas near buildings or within 

proximity to drinking water infrastructure. The current requirements are more than enough for protecting 

the public responsibly as proven by over five decades of sustainable use of thermoplastic piping across 

the state.  
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Adding the requirements proposed by PB 0142 would be done without significant precedence, 

justification or cause. To start, there is no precedence set by the Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC) or 

International Plumbing Code (IPC) which contains any reference to the proposed testing per PB 0142. 

Additionally, thermoplastic piping materials like HDPE, PVC and PPP have been used for decades with 

success across the state of Minnesota. Furthermore, the proposed submission contained no verifiable 

proof of recurring failures, nor overwhelming evidence of the need for extensive testing. 

 

The author of PB 0142, using MN DOT specs as justification, is being disingenuous in the 

process. What MN DOT requires for its projects does not necessarily apply for all projects across the 

state. By adopting this language, the Minnesota Plumbing Board would be actively creating an 

unjustified, unbalanced and unfair marketplace for competition in storm sewer and drainage piping. 

MUCA contractors believe in a free and unfettered market for their projects based on years of experience 

in the field and many varied applications. MUCA is also confident the project owners or Authorities 

Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) prefer the freedom of choice in the materials used that are best suited for their 

respective projects.  

 

The author of PB 0142 using this Board and the Plumbing Code, with a submission that is clearly 

a conflict of interest, can only leave one to conclude that the intent is to cause harm in a competitive 

marketplace. MUCA contractors, project owners, and AHJ’s should not have to bear the burdensome cost 

of compliance based on suspect motives and especially lacking any evidence of the need for increased 

testing. 

 

In summary, the contractor members from MUCA strongly urge the Minnesota Plumbing Board 

to rescind its approval of PB 0142 due to the unethical and poorly timed nature of the submittal, the 

definite increased costs to MUCA Contractors, coupled with the significant economic impact on 

construction projects, and the lack of precedence by any national codes or justified framework for 

adopting the proposal. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 
Stephanie Menning 

Executive Director 

 

cc: Minnesota Plumbing Board Members 
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Plumbing Board                                                                                                                                   
c/o Minnesota Department of Labor and Industry                                                                                                    
443 Lafayette Road North                                                                                                                                          
St. Paul, MN 55155-4344                                                                                                                           
dli.ccldboards@state.mn.us  

 

RE: REQUEST FOR COMMENTS for possible Amendment to Permanent Rules Governing the Minnesota 
Plumbing Code, Minnesota Rules, Chapter 4714; Revisor’s ID Number R-04633 

 

To the Minnesota Plumbing Board, 

I am writing this letter to indicate my objection to the proposed modifications as outlined in PB 0142.  
The reason for my objection is concerning the proposer’s indication that there will be no economic 
impact by the proposed changed.  Without question, adding testing requirements to a certain type of 
pipe material that aren’t normally performed with storm sewer installations will have an increased cost 
to the project and ultimately bourn by one of the parties. 

Thank you for your consideration of denying the proposed plumbing code amendment. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Charles J. Howley, PE, CPESC, LEED AP 

Practicing Professional Engineer for projects in the State of MN. 

PE #42728 

Charles J. Howley
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